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Who Requirements the Ivy League?    Contents include:          Rolled College Diploma with Actual Latin WordsOur
extensive textbook, Law Classes in 96 Pages      Bar Test Trivia Challenge  10 Heroes of the Courtroom Trading Cards     
This handsome metal box includes a comprehensive legal education, courtesy of the distinguished faculty at
Mental_Floss magazine.• •    10 Extra Credit Flash Cards  ••    •    
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Great Gift for somebody going to law school or for anyone interested in the law! Just what a cute gift to give to someone
going off to legislation school! My coworker and I bought this for our coworker who was simply going off to regulation
school and she adored it! We looked through the cards and little book when she opened up it and want to buy one for
ourselves as well. It gives a listing of recent important situations and it makes good talking points socially. I highly
recommend.- The "Compare and Save" list that shows the savings compared to Harvard, Duke and Yale. It had been an
instant hit with every lawyer &it's witty and a funny! Why go into education loan debt? This is perfect!In all seriousness,
this is among those little gimmicky gifts that you can find at Urban Objects. It’s just what I wanted!.- The "Heroes of the
Courtroom" trading cards that display not only a few specifics, but help to make it funny. This isn't a gift most people
would keep around (they could go through it once, and toss it or re-gift to another person). More law is definitely
expertly described in this box than any non lawyer will likely appreciate. Will they enjoy it? Among the requirements of
the gift exchange strangely enough is that that you bring should be under $10. Or will you think it is in the trash bin
later that week? Otherwise, a great gift.Very little longevity, but that is the nature of the types of items. She loved it,
therefore i was quite pleased with my .. They'll get yourself a kick out of the cards. Bought this so my nephew's
girlfriend who is in law school could have something to open amongst us gift swap time. It was a large hit. She actually
is in law college at UGA and couldn't wait to get back and quiz her peers on the various items enclosed. She treasured
it, so I was quite pleased with my last second purchase for someone I hardly know. I know she may stay in the family
today with my cool present giving talents. LOL! Great fun gift! I acquired this "mostly" as a joke present for my lawyer-
wannabe sister, but she loved it! She actually found it quite insightful and a great read. The tiny diploma is a nice touch
and fairly adorable.  Fun stocking-stuffer! Five Stars Great gift for my children member! I matched the "college" to each
person's passions. Many thanks so much again! Great game for lawyers I read the testimonials and was intrigued by the
actual fact that lawyers loved the game. It's obviously not really a "true" program, but even soon-to-be lawyers may
appreciate a new way of looking at information that has without doubt become boring and overdone. I recommend you
obtain it for your lawyer friends. If you have an aspiring or currently lawyer in the family members, this is an excellent
gift - they will surely enjoy it.Law School in a Box Perfect As something special for the Attorney or Lawyer-to-be in
YOUR DAILY LIFE! Each year through the holidays my husband's law firm has their annual holiday party and hosts
something special exchange. Can they showcase it on the mahogany desk? When there is a tiny tin container that
details all you'll need to know about laws, complete with flash cards. I purchased it on sale and was able to bring two
for the party.. spouse at the party.Some of the more hilarious factors:- The "Diploma" that includes the details of the
"prestigious boxed organization".. Unfortunately, probably once.Exactly like most products released by Mental Floss that
one is hilarious and factual. I can see how several them could spend hours discussing each case, but if you are a layman
you then don't have much to discuss. I highly recommend this as something special and understand from personal
knowledge that it could no doubt be a large hit in a room full of attorneys! Just what I wanted! Thanks so much! Thank
you thus much! But, it's fun and friendly, and makes a good gift for your lawyer friends. And more! I'd definitely order
from you once again! Packaging and shipping we’re great! And today they are able to stop making me feel poor because I
couldn't afford to send them to med college or law college.(Made an ideal gift! Have a great day and take care!) Five
Stars Gift for my Child, the Law School Student (always wished to say that!) Buy this for your lawyer friends. So, if you
are going to buy this, take into account the person you're giving it to. Most attorneys will see it a hoot. Like Med School
in a Box (that i gave to another one of my adult kids), this is a distinctive, fun, and interesting "stocking-stuffer" for just
about any intellectually curious person. Five Stars Given as something special and he cherished it! Five Stars Great gift
for laws students Great Present for a law student Great Present for a law student.
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